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Background: CD300A, a type I transmembrane glycoprotein receptor, plays an important role
in immune response. Recent studies have reported that CD300A is involved in the development
of hematological malignancies.
Purpose: The objective of this study was to investigate the role of CD300A in the progression
of non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and explore the associated mechanism.
Materials and methods: Gene Expression Profiling Interactive Analysis (GEPIA) was used
to analyze the expression of CD300A in NSCLC and its prognostic value. NSCLC cell lines
A549 and H1650 were transfected with siRNA-CD300A or pcDNA3.1-CD300A vector to
down- or up-regulate the expression of CD300A. Cell Counting Kit 8, colony formation and
Transwell assays were used to assess the effects of CD300A on cell proliferation and migration
capacities. Flow cytometry was performed to examine rate of apoptosis, and the protein levels
of associated proteins was detected using Western blot assay.
Results: From GEPIA analysis, we observed that expression of CD300A mRNA was downregulated in NSCLC and positively correlated with the overall survival of NSCLC patients. Overexpression of CD300A significantly suppressed cell growth and migration capacities of A549 and H1650
cells and induced cell apoptosis via regulating apoptosis-related proteins. Moreover, decreasing
level of CD300A promoted cell growth and migration and blocked apoptosis of NSCLC cells.
Furthermore, upregulation of CD300A led to significant decrease in expression level of Wnt3 and
β-catenin, the pivotal components in Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway, and an increase in expression
of E-cad, a key protein in tumor metastasis, in A549 and H1650 cells; while depletion of CD300A
up-regulated the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. In conclusion, the present study highlighted an
anti-oncogenic role of CD300A in the progression of NSCLC via inhibiting Wnt/β-catenin pathway,
suggesting that CD300A might be a potential target for the treatment of NSCLC
Conclusion: CD300A plays an anti-oncogenic role in the progression of NSCLC through
inhibiting the Wnt/β-catenin pathway, suggesting that CD300A might be a potential target for
the treatment of NSCLC.
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Non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is a major type of primary lung cancer with high
mortality that causes 1.5 million deaths each year in the world.1,2 A majority of patients
are diagnosed at moderate or advanced stages, and the overall 5-year survival rate
is ,5%.3,4 Even though there has been great progress in the treatment of NSCLC, the
survival of patients has not improved significantly.5 Therefore, it is very important to
further explore the relevant molecular mechanisms of the occurrence and development
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of NSCLC to find the potential targets for the establishment
of a new therapeutic strategy.
CD300A, also known as IRp60, is a type I transmembrane
glycoprotein receptor of the CD300 glycoprotein family.
It is located on the surface of cell membranes.6 CD300A
is differentially expressed on the surface of various blood
cells, including T lymphocytes, B lymphocytes, natural killer
(NK) cells, neutrophils, and monocytes, and is involved in
the regulation of cell growth, proliferation, apoptosis, differentiation, and immune regulation.7,8 Increasing evidences
show that CD300A also plays a role in the development
of hematological malignancies. Jiang et al revealed that
knockdown of CD300A by shRNA interference could inhibit
cell growth and division in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
(DLBCL) cells, but has no effect on cell apoptosis.9 In acute
myeloid leukemia (AML), knockdown of CD300A also
decreases cell proliferation and migration and induces cell
apoptosis.10 However, whether CD300A plays a role in the
progression of solid tumors remains unclear.
In an analysis from Gene Expression Profiling Interactive
Analysis (GEPIA), a public online database, the expression
of CD300A mRNA was shown to be downregulated in
NSCLC and positively correlated with the overall survival of
NSCLC patients. Herein, the effect of CD300A on progression of NSCLC was further explored by overexpressing and
knocking down CD300A. We found that overexpression of
CD300A inhibited growth capacity and migration of A549
and H1650 cells and promoted cell apoptosis in vitro; while
CD300A knockdown could increase cell migration and
decrease apoptosis of NSCLC cells. Furthermore, overexpression of CD300A blocked the Wnt/β-catenin pathway in
NSCLC cells. These data indicated that CD300A might function as an anti-oncogene in the progression of NSCLC.

Materials and methods
Cell culture and transfection
The NSCLC cell lines, A549 and H1650, were obtained from
the Cell Bank of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai,
People’s Republic of China) and cultured in DMEM (Hyclone,
Logan, UT, USA) medium containing 10% FBS (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at 37°C with 5%
CO2. Cells were transfected with siRNA-CD300A (CD300A
knockdown, KD) or pcDNA3.1-CD300A (CD300A overexpression, OV) by using Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) following the manufacturer’s
protocol, scramble siRNA or pcDNA3.1 vector was used as
negative control (NC). Cells that did not undergo any treatment served as a control (CON) group. The siRNA-CD300A
sequence was synthesized from Oligobio (Beijing, People’s
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Republic of China). The primers for CD300A overexpression
were synthesized from Genewiz (Suzhou, People’s Republic
of China), as follows: CD300A-EcoRI-sense: 5′-CCGGAATT
CATGTGGCTGCCTTGGGCTCTGTTG-3′, CD300A-XbaIantisense: 5′-GCTCTAGACTAGGCGTAGTCGGGCACGT
CGTAGGGGTATGTCTTCCTTATCACACTGTA-3′.
Quantitative Reverse-Transcription PCR (qRT-PCR).
After transfection for 24 hours, total RNA was extracted using
Ultrapure RNA kit (CWBIO, Beijing, People’s Republic of
China) and reverse transcribed to cDNA using the HiFiScript
cDNA Synthesis Kit (CWBIO). The expression of mRNAs was
detected using UltraSYBR Mixture (CWBIO). Primers were
as follows: CD300A sense: 5′-TGGCTGCCCACAAGATAA
TG-3′, antisense: 5′-TCAATGTCGGCGCCTATTTC-3′;
β-actin sense: 5′-TGTATGCCTCTGGTCGTACCAC-3′, and
antisense: 5′-ACAGAGTACTTGCGCTCAGGAG-3′. The
relative expression of CD300A was analyzed by the comparative Ct value and normalized to β-actin.

Cell proliferation assay
For Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK8) assay: after transfection
for 12 hours, about 1×103 cells were seeded in each well
of 96-well plates. Cell proliferation was detected by CCK8
every 24 hours according to the instructions. For colony formation assay: after transfection for 12 hours, about 200 cells
were seeded in a 6-cm disk to culture at 37°C with 5% CO2
until cells formed sufficiently large clones. Cells were fixed
with 1 mL 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 minutes followed by
being stained with crystal violet for 30 minutes. The number
of colonies was counted and photographed.

Cell migration assay
Transwell assay was performed to assess cell migration of
A549 and H1650 cells. After transfection for 12 hours, cells
were re-suspended in serum-free culture medium. About
1×104 cells were transferred to the upper chamber, and complete medium was added to the lower chamber and cultured
for 24 hours. The remaining cells were subsequently removed,
while the migrated cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with 0.1% crystal violet. The migrated cells
were imaged and counted under the microscope.

Flow cytometry analysis
After transfection for 12 hours, cells were treated with serumfree medium for 12 hours for starvation. Then, cells were stained
with Annexin V-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and propidium iodide (PI) using Annexin V-FITC-PI apoptosis detection
kit (4A Biotech, Beijing, People’s Republic of China) according
to the instructions. Flow cytometer (BD FACSC anto II, BD
OncoTargets and Therapy 2018:11
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Biosciences, Bedford MA, USA) was used for apoptotic rate
analysis, and BD FACSDiva software was used to calculate.

Expression databases.11 In order to preliminarily investigate
the expression of CD300A in NSCLC, GEPIA database analysis was performed. The results showed that the expression
of CD300A mRNA was significantly downregulated in lung
adenocarcinoma (LUAD) tissues (n=483) compared with the
normal samples (n=347) (P,0.05, Figure 1A). Similarly,
compared with the normal samples (n=338), the expression
of CD300A mRNA was also observed to be decreased in lung
squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC) tissues (n=486) (P,0.05,
Figure 1A). Moreover, the survival curves from GEPIA
analysis demonstrated that the expression levels of CD300A
were significantly associated with prognosis of patient
with NSCLC (P=0.029, Figure 1B) and low expression of
CD300A predicted poor prognosis. These data suggested
that the expression of CD300A is deregulated in NSCLC
and might be associated with tumor progression.

Western blot assay
After transfection for 24 hours, cells were collected and protein was extracted using RIPA buffer (CWBIO). Protein of
each sample was separated by using 10% SDS-PAGE gel and
transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane (EMD
Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The membrane was sequentially incubated with specific primary and secondary antibodies, and chemiluminescence detection kit was used for signal
development. The primary antibodies used in this study were
as follows: anti-Bcl-2, anti-Bax, anti-Caspase3 P17, anti-Wnt3,
anti-β-catenin, anti-E-cad, and anti-GAPDH were purchased
from PTG Company (Houston, TX, USA). All secondary
antibodies used were also purchased from PTG Company.

Statistical analyses

Overexpression of CD300A inhibits
growth capacity of NSCLC in vitro

In this study, all data were represented from three independent experiments and presented as mean ± SD and analyzed
by using SPSS 18.0 software. Comparisons between two
groups were analyzed using Student’s t-test, and one-way
ANOVA was performed to compare three or more groups,
and P,0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

To assess the effect of CD300A on cellular biological behaviors of NSCLC, A549 and H1650 cells were transfected with
pcDNA3.1-CD300A or siCD300A to upregulate or block the
expression of CD300A, and scramble siRNA or pcDNA3.1
vector was used as NC. As RT-PCR indicated, compared
with the NC group, the expression of CD300A mRNA was
significantly upregulated in pcDNA3.1-CD300A transfected
cells (OV) and downregulated in siRNA-CD300A transfected
cells (KD; Figure 2A and B). As shown in Figure 2C and D,
compared with the NC group, overexpression of CD300A
resulted in a significant decrease in cell proliferation of A549
and H1650 cells (P,0.05), while CD300A knockdown

Results
CD300A is downregulated in NSCLC
and positively correlated with prognosis
of NSCLC patients
GEPIA is a useful online tool for transcriptomic analysis
based on The Cancer Genome Atlas and The Genotype-Tissue
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Figure 1 CD300A was downregulated in NSCLC and correlated with prognosis of patients.
Notes: (A) The expression levels of CD300A mRNA in LUAD tissues (n=483), LUSC tissues (n=486) and their corresponding control samples (n=347, n=338) from GEPIA
analysis. Red box is NSCLC tissues (T), the black box is normal tissues (N). (B) The survival curves of NSCLC patients from GEPIA analysis. *P,0.05.
Abbreviations: GEPIA, Gene Expression Profiling Interactive Analysis; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; LUSC, lung squamous cell carcinoma; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer.
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Figure 2 Overexpression of CD300A decreases the viability and proliferation of NSCLC cells.
Notes: (A, B) The expression level of CD300A mRNA in overexpressed and knocked down groups by quantitative reverse-transcription PCR for A549 (A) and H1650 (B)
cells, and blank vector or scramble siRNA was used as NC. (C, D) Cell proliferation rate was examined at 0, 24, 48, and 72 h by using CCK8 assay for A549 (C) and H1650
(D) cells with CD300A overexpression or knockdown. (E, F) Colony formation assay was performed for A549 cell (E) and H1650 cell (F) with CD300A OV or KD. CON:
cells without any treatment; NC-OV: cells transfected with pcDNA3.1; OV: cells transfected with pcDNA3.1-CD300A; NC-KD: cells transfected with scramble siRNA; KD:
cells transfected with siRNA-CD300A. Scare bar: 10 mm. Data were expressed as the mean ± SD from triple independent experiments. *P,0.05, **P,0.01 compared with
the NC group.
Abbreviations: CCK-8, Cell Counting Kit-8; h, hours; KD, knockdown; NC, negative control; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; OV, overexpression.

did not have a significant effect on cell proliferation of
NSCLC cells (P.0.05). In addition, the colony formation
assay showed that the colony formation ability of A549 and
H1650 cells was significantly decreased by overexpression of CD300A compared with the NC group (P,0.05,
Figure 2E and F). However, CD300A knockdown did not
significantly affect colony count of NSCLC cells (P.0.05),
but the size of colony increased (Figure 2E and F). Taken
together, overexpression of CD300A inhibits the growth
capacity of NSCLC cells in vitro, suggesting that CD300A
might play a role as a tumor suppressor in NSCLC.

Overexpression of CD300A inhibits
migration of NSCLC in vitro
The effect of CD300A on migration of NSCLC cells was
evaluated using Transwell migration assay. Compared
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with the control group, migration activity of A549 and
H1650 cells was significantly decreased by upregulation
of CD300A (P,0.05, Figure 3A and B), while it was significantly increased in CD300A knockdown cells (P,0.05).
The results further substantiated that CD300A might play
a role as a tumor suppressor in NSCLC by inhibiting cell
migration activity.

Overexpression of CD300A enhances
cell apoptosis of NSCLC in vitro
Dysregulation of apoptosis is an important hallmark of tumor
cells, therefore, flow cytometry was performed to assess
whether CD300A impaired cell apoptosis of NSCLC cells.
As shown in Figure 4A, the apoptosis rate of A549 cells was
clearly induced by overexpression of CD300A compared
with the NC group (P,0.01) and significantly decreased in
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CD300A inhibits progression of NSCLC

Figure 3 Overexpression of CD300A decreases migration of NSCLC cells.
Notes: (A, B) After transection for 24 hours, Transwell migration assay was used to assess cell migration of A549 (A) and H1650 (B) cells. NC-OV: cells transfected with
pcDNA3.1; OV: cells transfected with pcDNA3.1-CD300A; NC-KD: cells transfected with scramble siRNA; KD: cells transfected with siRNA-CD300A. Scare bar: 100 µm.
Data were expressed as the mean ± SD from triple independent experiments. *P,0.05 compared with the NC group.
Abbreviations: KD, knockdown; NC, negative control; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; OV, overexpression.

CD300A knockdown cells (P,0.05). Similar results were
also observed in H1650 cells that overexpression of CD300A
promoted apoptosis and CD300A knockdown decreased
apoptosis (P,0.05, Figure 4B). To further confirm the relevant mechanism of apoptosis induced by CD300A in NSCLC
cells, Western blot was carried out to detect the expression
of apoptosis-associated proteins. The results demonstrated
that the expression of Bcl-2, a pivotal antiapoptotic protein,
was significantly downregulated in CD300A expression cells
compared with the NC group, while it was upregulated in
CD300A knockdown cells in both A549 and H1650 cells
(P,0.05, Figure 4C and D). Meanwhile, the expression of
Bax and Caspase3 p17, key pro-apoptotic proteins, was significantly increased when CD300A was upregulated in A549
or H1650 cells, and decreased accordingly when CD300A
was knocked down (P,0.05, Figure 4C and D). These results
suggested that CD300A could promote apoptosis of NSCLC
cells via regulating Bcl-2/Bax and Caspase cascade.

CD300A suppresses the Wnt/β-catenin
pathway in NSCLC cells
It is widely held that Wnt/β-catenin pathway is involved in
cell proliferation, differentiation, migration, and apoptosis,
which plays a pivotal role in tumorigenesis and progression, including NSCLC.12 To further investigate the relevant

OncoTargets and Therapy 2018:11

mechanism of how CD300A acts as a suppressor in progression of NSCLC cells, core proteins in Wnt/β-catenin
pathway were detected by Western blot. We observed that
the expression of Wnt3 and β-catenin significantly decreased
in CD300A overexpression group compared with the NC
group (P,0.05, Figure 5A and B), indicating that CD300A
suppressed the Wnt/β-catenin pathway in A549 and H1650
cells. Moreover, the expression of downstream protein E-cad,
a key cell adhesion-associated protein, increased accordingly
when CD300A was upregulated in A549 and H1650 cells
(P,0.05, Figure 5A and B). As shown in Figure 5A and B,
deficiency of CD300A resulted in an increase in expression
of Wnt3 and β-catenin and significant decrease in expression
of E-cad in A549 and H1650 cells. These data confirmed that
the Wnt/β-catenin pathway was involved in the suppression
effect of CD300A on progression of NSCLC.

Discussion
CD300A is an inhibitory receptor with four immunoreceptor
tyrosine-based activating motifs (ITAMs), its inhibitory
signal initiation is dependent on the phosphorylation of
tyrosine 267 located in the third immunoreceptor tyrosinebased activating motifs (ITAMs).13 Previous studies report
that CD300A is involved in inflammation, autoimmunity,
viral infections, etc., indicating that CD300A plays an
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Figure 4 Overexpression of CD300A promotes cell apoptosis of NSCLC cells via the mitochondrial apoptosis pathway.
Notes: (A, B) After transfection for 12 hours, A549 cells (A) and H1650 cells (B) were stained with Annexin V-FITC-PI. Flow cytometric analysis was performed to detect
cell apoptosis. (C, D) After transfection for 24 hours, Western blot assay was used to examine expression level of apoptosis-related proteins in A549 cell (C) and H1650
cell (D). Data were expressed as the mean ± SD from triple independent experiments. *P,0.05, **P,0.01 compared with the NC group. NC-OV: cells transfected with
pcDNA3.1; OV: cells transfected with pcDNA3.1-CD300A; NC-KD: cells transfected with scramble siRNA; KD: cells transfected with siRNA-CD300A.
Abbreviations: FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; KD, knockdown; NC, negative control; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; OV, overexpression; PI, propidium iodide.

important role in immune response.14–17 CD300A binds to
phosphatidylserine (PS) on the surface of apoptotic cells and
inhibits the phagocytosis by phagocyte. More importantly,
recent study finds that CD300A can also bind to tumor cells
by interacting with PS on the surface of tumor cells to inhibit
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the recognition and killing of tumor cells by NK cells, while
the killing effect of NK cells for tumor cell will be promoted
when the interaction is blocked.18 It has been confirmed that
CD300A has abnormally high expression in hematological
malignancies, such as acute lymphoblastic leukemia, AML,

OncoTargets and Therapy 2018:11
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Figure 5 Overexpression of CD300A inhibits the Wnt/β-catenin pathway in NSCLC cells.
Notes: (A, B) After transfection for 24 hours, the expression levels of key components of Wnt/β-catenin pathway were examined using Western blot assay in CD300A
overexpressed and knocked down A549 (A) and H1650 (B) cells. Data were expressed as the mean ± SD from triple independent experiments. *P,0.05 compared with the
NC group. NC-OV: cells transfected with pcDNA3.1; OV: cells transfected with pcDNA3.1-CD300A; NC-KD: cells transfected with scramble siRNA; KD: cells transfected
with siRNA-CD300A.
Abbreviations: GAPDH, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase; KD, knockdown; NC, negative control; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; OV, overexpression.

and DLBCL, and is closely correlated with prognosis.9,10,15
In the present study, we observed that CD300A mRNA
was downregulated in both LUAD and LUSC, which was
inconsistent with the pattern of CD300A in hematological
tumors. In addition, the expression of CD300A was positively
correlated with the prognosis of NSCLC patients, suggesting a
potential clinical significance of CD300A for NSCLC. These
results drive us to further investigate the effect of CD300A
on the biological behaviors of NSCLC cells. Bioinformatics
analysis in human protein atlas reveals that CD300A is not
expressed in NSCLC cells at protein level but expressed in
tumor macrophages. In order to understand why a gene with
no protein level expression is associated with prognosis, we
initially investigated whether upregulation or downregulation
of CD300A may affect NSCLC cell behaviors in vitro. In the
previous studies, CD300A was reported to act as an oncogene
in DLBCL and AML. In contrast, our data revealed that
CD300A played a role as tumor suppressor in NSCLC cells

OncoTargets and Therapy 2018:11

in which overexpression of CD300A inhibited cell growth
capacity and migration of A549 and H1650 cells and promoted cell apoptosis. At the same time, CD300A knockdown
was observed to possess an activating role as the promotion
on cell migration and suspension on cell apoptosis. As mentioned previously, our data indicated an anti-oncogenic role of
CD300A in the progression of NSCLC, which was contrary
to the function in hematological malignancy.
Further study was performed to explore the relevant
molecular mechanism underlying the inhibition on cell
growth and migration of NSCLC cells by CD300A. Flow
cytometry assay revealed a notable elevation on cell apoptosis of NSCLC cells by upregulation of CD300A. Therefore,
apoptosis-related proteins were examined in CD300A
overexpressed cells and CD300A knocked down cells.
The cell apoptotic process involves a series of proteolytic
events mediated mainly by an important cysteine protease
family (Caspase), including Caspase3, a key executioner that
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triggers apoptosis.19 Another important family involved in
apoptosis, Bcl-2 family, plays a pivotal role in the induction
of apoptosis via triggering the mitochondrial pathway.20,21
It was shown that the ratio of Bcl-2/Bax was decreased by
upregulation of CD300A and increased by downregulation
of CD300A in A549 and H1650 cells (Figure 4C and D).
In addition, the level of pro-apoptotic protein Caspase3
p17 was significantly enhanced by CD300A overexpression. Based on these results, CD300A inhibits the growth
of NSCLC cells by promoting apoptosis through triggering
mitochondrial pathway.
Previous studies demonstrate that the oncogene role of
CD300A displayed in DLBCL and AML cells is derived
through the regulation of PI3K/Akt pathway, indicating
that CD300A may be a regulator upstream of the PI3K/
Akt pathway.9,10 Because the cellular signaling pathways
are not independent in cell, we initially explored the impact
of CD300A on other signaling pathways involved in cell
migration. It is widely held that Wnt/β-catenin pathway is
critical to tumorigenesis and progression by affecting cellular
processes, including proliferation, migration, and apoptosis.22
Wnt pathway is frequently deregulated in NSCLC,23 and the
overactive Wnt/β-catenin pathway is associated with tumorigenesis and metastasis.24–26 β-catenin, a key downstream
molecule of the Wnt pathway, is mainly combined with E-cad
to form E-cad/β-catenin complex to maintain cell polarity and
adhesion.27 E-cad, a downstream molecule of Wnt/β-catenin
pathway, is involved in cell–cell adhesion and downregulation of E-cad is associated with tumor metastasis.28,29 Our
data showed a significant suppression on Wnt/β-catenin
pathway by CD300A by decreasing the expression levels of
Wnt3 and β-catenin in NSCLC cells. Meanwhile, the expression of E-cad was significantly up-regulated with CD300A
overexpression in NSCLC cells and downregulated after
CD300A was knocked down. Taken together, these results
suggested that CD300A suppressed cell growth and migration
of NSCLC cells by inhibiting the Wnt/β-catenin pathway.
Further research is needed to gain insight into the molecular
mechanisms by which CD300A affects the growth and migration of NSCLC cells through its mRNA levels.

Conclusion
The present study highlights the anti-oncogenic role of
CD300A in the progression of NSCLC via inhibiting Wnt/βcatenin pathway, suggesting that CD300A may be a potential
target for the treatment of NSCLC.
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